
 

 

Testo tradotto la campagna video #RE-StopCovid19 

Taken from the Prime Ministerial Decree of 13 and 18 October 2020 and jumamap.com 

The Coronavirus is transmitted with the 
droplets of the breath of people sick 
through: - the saliva, the cough and 
sneezed - You must not shake hands 
and touch mouth, nose and eyes with 
dirty hands. 

You have to use the mask: 
 
-In all closed places  
-In all outdoor places  
 
They may not use the mask: 

-Kids with less than six years 
-Persons with diseases or disabilities 

 
Remember that you must always keep the safety distance of at least 1 meter from other people. 

 

Sports and physical activities 
You can walk at a distance of at least 1 meter from other people 
✓ You can do individual sports like run but respecting the distance of at least 2 meters from other 
people 
✘ You cannot play amateur contact sports, such as soccer, volleyball, basketball. All competitions, 
competitions and activities related to non-professional contact sports shall be prohibited 
✓ You can go to the stadium with a distance of 1 meter from other people 

Events, shows, cinema, clubs 
✓ You can go to the cinema, theater, concerts with a distance of 1 meter from other people 
✘ You can’t go to the disco, outdoors or indoors. 
✘ Local fairs, conventions, congresses and parties are forbidden 
✓ You can participate in the events with a distance of at least 1 meter from other people 

Private indoor or outdoor parties 
✘You can’t party at home or outside 
✓Pyou can invite up to 6 people 

Restaurants, bars, pubs, pastry shops, ice cream shops 
You can not stay and eat outside the premises (bars, pubs, restaurants, ice cream shops, pastry 
shops). The rooms that have seats can be open until 24 hours, the others until 18 o'clock. 



 

 

 

These rules apply throughout Italy, although the territories may provide for further restrictions. 
Depending on the situation the government could adopt in the coming weeks other rules to avoid 
the spread of the virus. 

Who does not respect these rules is punished with an administrative sanction that, based on the 
gravity of the violation, it can be from 400 to 3,000 euros. 

It is important that everybody do their part. 


